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Abstract 
 

In order to study seismic behaviour of concrete-filled steel tube composite columns under low-cyclic load, using finite 
element software OpenSEES, numerical simulation is carried out in this paper. The results indicate that OpenSEES can 
simulate well hysteretic curves and skeleton curves of concrete-filled steel tube composite columns under low-cyclic load, 
and the simulated peak load showed good agreement with the test results, with errors no more than 10%. The simulative 
hysteretic curve shapes are nearly similar to that of test results, and can describe degradation of their stiffness and 
strength in the cyclic loading process. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The steel tube-reinforced concrete (ST-RC) composite 
column is a novel type of composite column, which consists 
of a steel tube embedded in RC. Recently, this type of 
composite column has seen increasing use in China. Up until 
now, more than 40 high-rise buildings that use the ST-RC 
composite columns have been constructed in earthquake-
prone regions, with the tallest among them over 280m tall. 
In the past decade, many efforts have been made to study the 
performance of ST-RC composite members, for example, 
Kang and Qian [1-3] and Han et al. [4]. With the results of 
study efforts, the CECS188:2005 (Technical specification 
for steel tube-reinforced concrete column structure)[5] has 
been established in China to guide the design of this type 
structures.  
Numerical analyses of finite element methods on ST-RC 
composite column performance can extend the experimental 
data of this type of columns. In this paper, based on 
OpenSEES program, the hysteretic analysis fiber element 
model has been proposed to analyze seismic behaviour of 4 
experimental ST-RC composite columns. The simulation 
results show better agrees with the experimental data. 
 
 
2. Fiber models and element models 
 
2.1 Fiber models and element models 
The OpenSEES program offers several section restoring 
force models including elastic restoring force model, ideal 
elastic and plastic restoring force model, 2 straight-line 

strengthened restoring force model and hysteretic restoring 
force model, it also offers a refined fiber model which is 
used in this paper. The main approach of the fiber model is 
that the member section is divided into some small fiber unit 
while the shear strain of the fiber unit and the bonding 
slippage of the steel bars are neglected. The basic 
assumptions are the section deformation is plane and the 
strain of each fiber unit on the section is uniaxial stress and 
strain state and uniform distribution. Thus, force-
deformation relationship of the whole section can be 
calculated through the uniaxial stress-strain relation of each 
fiber unit.  
 
2.2 Member element model 
The OpenSEES program offers several elements for 
members which mainly include two types of solid elements 
and beam-column elements. The solid elements consist of 
two-dimension and three-dimension finite unit solid 
elements while beam-column models consist of truss 
element, elastic beam element, nonlinear beam column 
element and zero dimension element. Nonlinear beam 
column element is used in these analyses, the characteristic 
of which is that the element is interpolation function beam-
column element, its longitudinal stiffness is various, 
longitudinal integration control sections are multiple. 
 
 
3. Materials constitutive relation 
 
3.1 Concrete constitutive model 
3.1.1 Plain concrete 
The covering layer of the ST-RC composite columns is plain 
concrete, hence it employs Scott-Kent-Park model [6] which 
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is popular for many researchers to adopt. This model can be 
described as following equations: 
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 Where, cσ  is the concrete stress, cε  is the concrete stain, 

'
cf is the concrete compressive strength (MPa), 0ε  is the 

concrete peak strain,  20ε  is concrete strain with the stress 
decreasing at 20% peak stress,  and Zm is the slope of 
decreasing stage. Hence: 
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3.1.2 Confined concrete out of steel tube 
The stress-strain relation of confined concrete out of steel 
tube adopts the Saaticioglu Model [7] as indicated in Fig. 1. 
This model consists of a parabolic ascent curve and a 
descent straight line. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Stress-strain relationship of plain and confined concrete 
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 Where: ,c cf ε  are stress and strain of confined concrete 
respectively, '

1,ccf ε  are the peak stress and peak strain of 
confined concrete respectively, K is the ratio of peek stress 
of confined concrete to peek stress of plain concrete. 
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where As is section area of one stirrup, fyt is the yield 
strength of stirrup, s is the spacing of stirrups, bc is the 
length of core concrete area, α is the angle between stirrup 
and section side length, fl is mean lateral confined stress, fle 
is the equivalent lateral confined stress, k1 is the increase 
coefficient to axial compressive strength by lateral confined 
stress, and k2 is calculated by: 
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 Where 01ε  is about 0.002. Concrete strain with stress 

decreasing at 85% peak stress is 85ε , which is computed as : 
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 While the loading is at slower speed, 85ε  is 0.0038.  

sA∑ is the total section area of two direction stirrups.  

 
3.1.3 Confined concrete in steel tube 
The stress-strain relation of concrete confined by steel tube 
adopts Susantha Model [8], in which, the stress-strain 
relationship before peak stress uses the Mander Model [9]. 
Then, the stress-strain curve is showed in Fig. 2. 
 The ultimate strain of confined concrete is defined as 
0.0025, so the peak stress is computed as following 
equations: 
 
' ' 4.0cc c rpf f f= +                              (14) 
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Fig. 2 Stress-strain relationship of Susantha Model 
 
  
 Where '

cf  is the peak strain of plain concrete, '
ccf  is the 

peak strain of confined concrete, D is the diameter fo steel 
tube, t is the steel tube thickness, yf  is the field strength of 
steel tube,and  β  is the ratio of steel tube circumferential 
stress to field strength, which is computed as: 
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 Where eν  and sν  are the Poisson's ratios of concrete- 
confined steel tube and steel tube only respectively. 
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 The slope of descent stage Z is calculated as: 
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 Where ν  is Poisson's ratio of steel tube in elastic state. 
Es is the elastic modulus of steel tube, and Rt is factor related 
with tube thickness. 
 
3. 2 Steel constitutive model 
In this study the stress-strain relationship of steel tube and 
reinforced steel bar employs Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto 
Model [10], which is illustrated as Fig. 3 and expressed by 
Equation (21), (22), (23) and (24). 
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 Where R, ξ  are relative factors, R0 is the initial value of 

R, all of a1, a2 and R0 are measured by test material results. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Steel stress-strain relationship of Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto Model 
 
 
4. Element division of cross sections and columns 
 
For better comparison of calculation with test results, the 
calculation employs the specimens CCS1, CCS2, CCS3, 
CCS4 and CCS5 of the literature [11] as the cases. Their 
sections are divided as showing in Fig. 4. 
 As indicated in Fig. 4, each fiber unit dimension is 
15mm× 15mm.  

 
Fig. 4 Section division of calculation specimens 
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The column models are adopted as displacement-based 
beam-column element, which are indicated in Fig. 5. Along 
the longitudinal direction of the column, under the lateral 
loading point it is divided five finite elements while upper 
the loading point one finite element is distributed. In each 
element 3 integration point are defined for calculation. The 
column element is showed in Fig. 5. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5 Column element division 
 
 
5. Analyses of calculation results 
 
5. 1 Skeleton curve simulation results analyses 
Based on OpenSEES program, the lateral force-displacement 
skeleton curves of specimens CCS1, CCS2, CCS3, CCS4 
and CCS5 of the literature [11] are calculated. The 
numerical simulation results are showed in Fig. 6.  
 In Fig. 6, the dotted lines express the numerical 
simulating results while the solid lines indicate the 
experimental results. 
 By comparison of dotted lines with solid lines, the 
simulating curves are basically agreed with the experimental 
curves. This indicates that OpenSEES program is suitable to 
analyze the seismic behavior of ST-RC composite columns. 
Yet, some errors are existed. 
 

 
(a) Numerical simulation result of CCS1 

   

 
(b) Numerical simulation result of CCS2 

    

 
(c) Numerical simulation result of CCS3 

   

 
(d) Numerical simulation result of CCS4 

    

 
(e) Numerical simulation result of CCS5 

 
Fig. 6 Numerical simulation results of skeleton curves 
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 In the aspect of peak lateral bearing capacity, the 
numerical results are some greater than that of experimental 
results. On the one hand, in the initial loading period, single 
stirrup should not apply confinement for concrete because of 
construction error. On the other hand, since the concrete 
dimension out of the steel tube is smaller comparing with the 
stirrup spacing, the confinement action supplied by circle 
stirrups is smaller than that of the simulating model. As a 
result, it should be proposed that the single stirrup 
confinement action be not taken in consideration when the 
concrete peak stress and strain are calculated, while, when 
the ultimate stress and strain are calculated its confinement 
be taken into account.  
 In the aspect of stiffness, the numerical calculating 
results are obviously greater than that of experimental results, 
which should be attributed to two reasons. The first is that 
the specimen column bottom is not as stiff as ideal solid 
joint in finite model. The second is that the bonding slippage 
between steel tube and outer concrete are not taken into 
account in the calculation model[12]. 
 
5. 2 Hysteresis loop simulation results analyses 
Based on OpenSEES program, the lateral force-displacement 
hysteresis loops of specimens CCS1, CCS2, CCS3, CCS4 
and CCS5 of the literature [11] are calculated. The 
numerical simulation results are showed in Fig. 7.  
In Fig. 7 the dotted lines express the numerical simulating 
results while the solid lines indicate the experimental results. 

 
(a) Numerical simulation result of CCS1 

 
(b) Numerical simulation result of CCS2 

 

  
(c) Numerical simulation result of CCS3 

 

    
(d) Numerical simulation result of CCS4 

  
(e) Numerical simulation result of CCS5 

Fig. 7 Numerical simulation results of hysteresis loops 
 
 Considering of the reducing confinement of the single 
stirrup, the stress-strain model of confined concrete used in 
the part is modified, that is, before the peak stress the single 
stirrup confinement is neglected.  By comparison the 
calculation results and the experimental results, the 
numerical simulation hysteresis loops of ST-RC composite 
columns based on OpenSEES is feasible. 
 
 
6. Conclusions  
 
Based on OpSEES program, the seismic behavior, such as 
the skeleton curves and hysteresis loops, of ST-RC 
composite columns are simulated numerically. The analyses 
indicated that the simulating results are better agreed with 
that of experimental results. The fiber element of OpenSEES 
is suitable to simulate seismic behavior of composite 
columns. On the other hand, because of employment of 
uniform cross section assumption in the fiber model of 
OpenSEES program, the bonding slippage between steel 
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tube and concrete along with reinforcement bars and 
concrete is not be taken into account, the gap between 
simulation results and experimental results should be 
covered further in the subsequent study.  
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